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when she was entangled in the midst of her partial mobili-
zation.54 Finally, he begged Sazonov, the moment he was
successful in persuading the Tsar, to inform him at once
by telephone from Peterhof, so that he could take immedi-
ately the necessary measures, and, before it was too late,
convert the partial into, a general mobilization. "After
this/7 added the Chief of Staff, "I will retire from sight,
smash my telephone, and generally take all measures so
that I cannot be found to give any contrary orders for a
new postponement of general mobilization." *•"'
Sazonov agreed completely, and lanushkevich tele-
phoned to Dobrorolski: "There is hope for an improvement
of the situation; be ready to come to me with all the docu-
ments immediately upon my telephone call in the after-
noon/7 fi6
Sazonov then talked with Buchanan and Paleologue,
telling them of an interview with Pourtales, at which the
German Ambassador, "seeing that war was inevitable,
broke down completely and appealed to Sazonov to hold
out a last straw and to make some suggestion which Pour-
talcs could telegraph to his Government." Whereupon
Sazonov had drawn up the "formula37 mentioned above.
Sazonov then said in substance to the two Ambassadors:
"If Austria rejects this proposal, preparations for a gen-
oral mobilization will be proceeded with, and European
war will be inevitable. For strategical reasons Russia can
hardly postpone converting partial into general mobiliza-
tion, now that she knows Germany is preparing, and ex-
citement in the country has reached such a pitch that she
cannot hold back if Austria refuses to make concession/'57
Buchanan evidently made no effort to deter Sazonov from
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